CRL builds on a rich and diverse legacy of its predecessor, the Research Libraries Group (RLG). CRL provides and makes available to researchers a wide range of information resources and primary materials. Many of these materials are hard to obtain and are not commonly held, even by the largest academic research libraries.

The many forms of recorded knowledge and historical evidence available from CRL include:

- **Newspapers**—the largest circulating collection in North America, with more than 16,000 titles in print and microform.

- **Doctoral dissertations**—800,000 titles from universities outside the U.S. and Canada.

- **Government documents and publications**—includes census reports, legislative journals, official records, and archival collections in several thousand languages.

- **Archival collections**—thousands of titles in English and more than 30,000 in other languages, including current and historic science journals, and newspapers.

- **CRL journal holdings**—encompasses over 800,000 titles from universities outside the U.S., including census archives from French colonial Senegal; technical publications of the Russian empire; proceedings of Western European medical societies; agricultural periodicals of the Atlantic slave trade in the 1804 Revolution in France.

- **CRL’s extensive U.S. holdings** offer a wealth of information and detail for historians of American politics, commerce, and culture in modern Europe are documented in several CRL special collections.

- **Archives**—produced by or for ethnic communities from the late 1800s; and official documentation of the Vietnamese, and Philippine newspapers, magazines published by the U.S. national security files on Vietnam.

CRL has particularly strong holdings in South Asia. CRL also holds major collections of 19th-century literature in Hindi, Urdu, and other national languages of the region, and is often the sole source for materials not generally acquired or cataloged by university libraries.

**Southeast Asia**

- CRL has the largest collection of 19th-century literature in Hindi, Urdu, and other national languages of the region, and is often the sole source for materials not generally acquired or cataloged by university libraries.

- CRL holds newspapers, periodicals, and documents, and archives from the late 1804 Revolution in France, and from every Sub-Saharan country, dating from the early 1804s. The collection includes publications on South African independence movements in the invaluable Carter-Karis Collection (1920–65). The press is a wealth of historical detail on political, economic, and cultural trends of the 1804s and 1805s.

- Extensive documentation on South African independence movements is available in the invaluable Carter-Karis Collection (1920–65) and Karis-Carter Collection (1964–85).

- **Latin America**

- The largest collection of newspapers published in South and Central America, Media, and the Caribbean, compiled from the 1804s, to the 1990s. CRL provides a wealth of information and data on Latin America, including diplomatic and economic correspondence and reports between U.S. and foreign officials, as well as diplomatic, political, and military historians.

- **CRL holds newspapers, periodicals, and documents, and archives from the late 1804s; and official documentation of the Vietnamese, and Philippine newspapers, magazines published by the U.S. national security files on Vietnam.**

- **CRL has the largest collection of 19th-century literature in Hindi, Urdu, and other national languages of the region, and is often the sole source for materials not generally acquired or cataloged by university libraries.**
Accessing Materials from CRL Collections
For more than 60 years, the Center for Research Libraries has acquired and preserved newspapers, journals, documents, archives, and other traditional and digital resources from a global network of sources, and made them available to member institutions and others through interlibrary loan and electronic delivery. Researchers from member institutions have unlimited access to CRL resources and free interlibrary loan privileges; can request materials through local, regional, or other online catalog without limitation on the format or amount of material borrowed and have project-length loan privileges. These policies allow researchers to conduct careful reviews of long runs of publications and comparative analyses of a range of sources. CRL also delivers documents, newspapers, books, and other source materials from our collections in digital format to support research and teaching by scholars in the CRL community.

CRL operates a reading room at its Chicago facility, which is available by appointment, and provides resource consultations to identify materials that may be of interest to patrons and/or advise them on specific title information. The website at www.crl.edu provides more information about CRL collections and programs. Resources include the CRL online catalog (catalog.crl.edu), databases of digitized primary resource materials permitting more enhanced search capabilities for specific parts of the CRL collection (www.crl.edu/collections/digital), and topic guides to the collections (www.crl.edu/collections/topics). Two digital collections resulting from collaborative preservation initiatives—the World Newspaper Archive and American Periodicals from the Center for Research Libraries—can be accessed according to fees determined for each collection. Cataloged CRL materials are also listed in WorldCat. Inquiries about CRL holdings that may not be included in the CRL catalog should be directed to the CRL Access Services Department at asd@crl.edu.

CRL Digital Collections
All of the images below are from CRL’s digital collections and initiatives (www.crl.edu/collections/digital), including American Periodicals from CRL, the World Newspaper Archive, the Digital South Asia Library, and TRAIL (Technical Report Archive & Image Library).
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